us macmillan distinguished award winning global - founded in 1843 macmillan publishers is one of the largest global trade book publishers and home to numerous bestselling and award winning fiction nonfiction and, pisa pisa oecd org oecd - data reports manuals and questions from the worldwide assessment of 15 year old student in reading mathematics and science, antisemitism in europe wikipedia - in the end of the 19th century a new type of antisemitism had begun to develop in europe the racial antisemitism it has started as a part of a broader racist world, supercourse epidemiology the internet and global health - this course is designed to provide an overview on epidemiology and the internet for medical and health related students around the world based on the concept of, planting watering growing planting confessionally - planting watering growing planting confessionally reformed churches in the 21st century daniel r hyde shane lems on amazon com free shipping on qualifying, fertility rate our world in data - this entry focuses on the number of births per woman in a population the most commonly used metric is the total fertility rate tfr or often simply fertility, against corruption a collection of essays gov uk - contents 1 foreword by david cameron prime minister of the united kingdom 2 francis fukuyama what is corruption 3 paul collier how to change cultures of, explore our featured insights mckinsey company - mckinsey global institute our mission is to help leaders in multiple sectors develop a deeper understanding of the global economy, 5 vehicle power demands review of the 21st century truck - read chapter 5 vehicle power demands in july 2010 the national research council nrc appointed the committee to review the 21st century truck partnersh, global kleptocracy global elite ruling elite global - global kleptocracy self serving leaders throughout the world increasingly assume power with the goal of becoming rich at the expense of the majority of their, jstor viewing subject language literature - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, advocacy movement for global mental health - the global healthcare community has long focused its efforts predominantly on physical health leaving mental health behind in terms of awareness public perception, the institute for defence and security studies nsw journal - the institute for defence and security studies nsw aims to promote informed debate on and to improve public awareness and understanding of defence and national